
Why does your business need a “Shred 
Everything” policy? Consider all the 
threats. An employee might absent-mind-
edly leave a document on a copier. Or a 
pro “dumpster diver” might go hunting for 
personal information in papers your office 
throws away or recycles. There’s always 
a chance that documents can fall into the 
wrong hands. 

The bottom line: You can’t be too careful.
That’s really the core value behind a  
“Shred Everything” policy. When “Shred  
Everything” becomes ingrained in your  
company’s operations and culture,  
you’re taking a giant step toward security.

Transition your company from recycling to “Shred Everything.” Bye-bye, blue bins! 
“Shred everything” will replace all paper recycling in your offices and facilities. Your  
Corodata representative can help you determine the correct number and placement of shred 
consoles throughout your company to ensure that “Shred Everything” becomes second  
nature, just like recycling did. Green News: Corodata recycles 100% of the paper your  
company shreds. Security and sustainability—it’s the best of both worlds!

STEP TRANSITION2

Shred Everything Policy
CHECKLISTü

STEP1 TRACK

Track the paths of confidential documents through your business. Which departments 
and individuals have access to them? Touch them? Review them? The answers will help 
determine the locations of shred consoles—which will replace ALL recycling bins—in your 
office or facility.

YOUR 5-STEP CHECKLIST FOR AN EFFECTIVE



Test your policy regularly to assess its effectiveness. Think “continual improvement.” 
As we said above, you can’t be too careful. Ask questions, such as:

 » How well is it serving your company’s security needs?  
 » Where have new, specific risks arisen? 
 » Is your policy current with any recent changes to privacy laws and regulations?
 » Are all employees adhering to it? Just some? Only a few? 
 » Is more employee training needed?

Task an individual (perhaps one in each department) with regular monitoring of copiers,  
fax machines, printers, common areas, etc. for unclaimed documents.

STEP TRAIN

Train your staff on the policy.  Remember when you introduced them to recycling? It should 
be that easy. A complicated policy won’t succeed. Be clear about your company’s expecta-
tions of every employee. And more importantly, make sure each employee understands the 
security threats and the significant legal liabilities. When all employees know that they’re vital 
parts of the solution, your policy has a greater chance of success.

Let Corodata help! Corodata has the expertise and equipment to help your “Shred Every-
thing” Policy succeed. For a FREE consultation, contact Corodata today: 888-238-8088.
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